PRESS RELEASE: Art on Paper
- A New Fair for Draw ings in Denm ark
Inspired by Salon du Dessin in Paris, Museumsbygningen will be hosting the first fair for
art on paper in Copenhagen from the 25th -28th of September.

At the fair eleven different galleries and antiquarians will present drawings, graphic,
posters and books. The participants are: Bassenge Berlin (D), James Bauerle Danish
Fine Art (DK), Peter Brodersen Antik (DK), Peter Grosell’s Antikvariat (DK), Kunsthandel
Nina J (DK), Banja Rathnov Galleri & Kunsthandel (DK), Riisgaard & Hjort (DK), Sct.
Pauli Vintage Plakater (DK), Titelbech Fine Prints (DK), Vangsgaard Antikvariat (DK)
and Galleri Weinberger (DK). Furthermore two private collectors, one of whom is the wellknown Danish actor Søren Østergaard, will present some of the finest pieces from their
collections.

Each participant creates a personal universe in one of the beautiful rooms in
Museumsbygningen, which gives the audience the opportunity to experience a rich
variety of art on paper; etchings from the 17th century, studies of landscape from the
Netherlands, art from the Danish Golden Age, classic modernism and modern art, for
example photography.

Many art collectors begin by collecting drawings, because of their size and the fact that
they, most of the time, are less expensive than bigger and more completed pieces of
art.
But the sketch and paper have their own quality, which also attracts the more
established part of the art collectors - the drawing is often a good expression of the
artists’ first and possibly best ideas.
Art on Paper, Museumsbygningen, Kastelsvej 18, 2100 Copenhagen
25th – 28th of September, every day 11am-6pm, vernissage 24th of September at 5pm-7pm
Admission: 50 kr.
Lecture by Chris Fisher (Head of Centre for Advanced Studies in Master Drawings, National Gallery of
Denmark) and Henning Jørgensen (Professor at Aalborg University) Friday the 26th of September at
4pm and 5pm.
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